Health years equivalents as a measurement of preferences for dental interventions.
To test the feasibility and importance of measuring preferences among treatment choices using Healthy Years Equivalents (HYE). Development of scenarios for alternative approaches to caries treatment. Completion of category rating and standard gamble questions elicited in personal interviews. The provision of dental care to children in a public-funded dental health clinic. Random sample of the adult population of Hamilton, Ontario. The percentage of the sample unable to complete the interviews, time taken to perform interviews, ease of understanding of interviews, correlation between rank ordering and HYE scores. Ninety-six per cent of the sample were able to complete the HYE exercise. Inconsistencies between HYE scores and rank orders implying preference reversal occurred in 6% of those completing HYE scores for the two scenarios. The additional time taken by the HYE was of the order of 17 minutes but increased with the age of the subject. Where problems occurred, they were related to the method of measurement or the sensitivity of the chosen scale as opposed to additional requirements of the HYE. There was some evidence that HYEs and QALYs produced different scores even in the context of chronic constant health states. HYEs are a feasible and important practical method of measuring preferences among interventions. Alternative utility-based approaches, such as willingness to pay, may be required to detect differences in modest improvements in temporary health states.